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ABSTRACT

Background Social media may blur the line between socialisation and professional use. Traditional views on medical professionalism focus on limiting motives and behaviours to avoid situations that may compromise care. It is not surprising that social media are perceived as a threat to professionalism.

Objective To develop evidence for the professional use of social media in medicine.

Methods A qualitative framework was used based on an appreciative inquiry approach to gather perceptions and experiences of 31 participants at the 2014 Social Media Summit.

Results The main benefits of social media were the widening of networks, access to expertise from peers and other health professionals, the provision of emotional support and the ability to combat feelings of isolation.

Conclusions Appreciative inquiry is a tool that can develop the positive practices of organisations and individuals. Our results provide evidence for the professional use of social media that may contribute to guidelines to help individuals realise benefits and avoid harms.

INTRODUCTION

Physicians, above all else, care for patients. Traditional views on medical professionalism focus on limiting motives and behaviours to prevent situations that may compromise this care. Digital age technologies, such as social media, have opened access to medical information and changed the nature of the patient–physician relationship. Professional responsibilities are often the same, but the logistics of meeting them are more difficult in this increasingly less private world. It is not surprising that social media are perceived as a threat to professionalism. If professionalism is a social contract between medicine and society, and society is increasingly using social media, is it a professional responsibility of physicians to consider the rewards and risks of social media in the care of patients, society and themselves, as well as the education of learners?

Learners are already using social media to enrich education. A systematic review of social media in medical education showed that they improved knowledge, attitudes and skills among learners through higher engagement, feedback, collaboration and professional development. They also offer opportunities to improve learning at conferences, engage beyond formal education settings, keep current on literature and cultivate networks for career advancement. In addition, a growing number of patients and providers from around the world are learning together through online communities using blogs, twitter chats and journal clubs. Connections made online can translate to real-world opportunities for mentorship, scholarship and partnership. Increasingly, medical and healthcare conferences, meetings and organisations leverage social media to promote more effective engagement, networking, advocacy and learning among participants—both on-site and from a distance. As learners strive to keep current and relevant, social media can extend their education beyond borders. However, professional barriers exist. Risks of using social media in medicine are prevalent and varied in the literature. Concerns include compromising confidentiality, eroding public trust and loosening accountability. Technical issues and lack of participation are also cited. There is uncertainty on how personal moral behaviours should be related to professionalism.

In a study on the appropriateness of social media postings, physicians, trainees and the public agreed that obvious transgressions such as breaching confidentiality was inappropriate. However, they did not agree on other topics such as postings of alcohol and parties. Risks form the basis of most guidelines used today, but may have unintended consequences. In a study of perceptions of professionalism, trainees reported feelings of increased scrutiny and sacrificed freedom associated with a conflicted identity and resentment of guidelines and the administration behind them. Without addressing both sides of the social media story, enabling discussion and reaching consensus, risk-averse guidelines may widen the rift between administrators and the populations they seek to serve, in addition to neglecting its rewards.

More recently, there has been a trend towards medical professionalism guidance that includes its benefits. Canadian students have recognised the need to balance developing professional responsibilities with their online presence. The World Medical Association Junior Doctors Network worked with trainees around the world to develop a response to current guidelines. The UK’s Royal College of General Practitioners has developed guidance through a collaborative process with a range of stakeholders. The Canadian Medical Protective Association even includes suggestions on how physicians can get started. However, the
majority of evidence still focuses on the risks of using social media, leaving current guidelines imbalanced.

In this study we sought to develop evidence for the professional use of social media in medicine. We asked workshop participants to explore the topic through a positive lens using appreciative inquiry (AI).

METHODS

Participants

The workshop organising committee comprised two clinician educators and one medical trainee. There were 31 participants who were self-selected from the 90 attendees of the social media summit.

Process

A qualitative framework was used based on an AI approach to gather perceptions and experiences of the workshop participants.

Appreciative Inquiry (AI)

AI is a methodology that engages individuals with common experiences to take a positive approach to cultural change. It focuses on what works rather than fixing what may be wrong. This is encouraged through four phases in a cycle:

- Discovering best practices (Discovery)
- Envisaging processes that will work in the future (Dream)
- Designing effective development plans (Design)
- Implementing the proposed design (Delivery).

Workshop

The workshop was conducted in five steps:

Step 1. Facilitators presented an overview of professionalism in social media to attendees based on a review of the literature.

Step 2. The AI framework was presented in the context of professionalism in social media.

Step 3. Participants were divided into four groups in a manner that allowed for diversity of representation in each group. Each group sequentially discussed the Discovery, Dream, Design and Delivery phases (the four-dimensional phases) and recorded their main ideas. Questions were used as prompts to stimulate discussion (box 1). Participants were encouraged to build on outcomes of previous phases to ensure continuity. Phases were changed every 15 min.

Step 4. After all AI phases were completed, the facilitators invited each group to present their findings for each phase. Responses were reviewed by all participants and they were given the opportunity to add additional ideas.

Step 5. The main ideas were analysed (see online supplementary appendix A) and common themes were developed for each phase of the AI process.

RESULTS

Thirty attendees from 17 different organisations and institutions as well as four countries self-selected to participate in this workshop: 19 attending physicians; 5 resident doctors; 2 non-physician educators; 2 administrators; 1 librarian; and 1 medical student.

The following themes were developed during each phase of the AI process. The main ideas from each group are included in online supplementary appendix A.

Discovery: Discovery of best practices, the most positive trends, events and developments on social media and professionalism

Participants believed the professional use of social media included building trusted online communities for learning, collaboration and to improve education resources. They cited examples of improving productivity (rather than detracting from it) by enabling access to educational resources when they wanted, from whom they wanted and from where they wanted across the world. Social media facilitated personal and professional development including finding mentorship for life choices, networking to build relationships and advocacy for their causes.

Dream: Processes that will work in the future

Looking ahead, participants envisaged supportive online medical education communities that provide equal opportunity for members to engage, recognise individual successes and leaders, help develop and sustain individual participation and recognise the importance of whole-person online interactions, including attention to individuals’ well-beings. They wanted active permissive guidelines used universally not due to fear, but because of the clear benefits of social media, including improved safety and accountability for educators and trainees as well as the support of trusted medical education leaders. The participants thought that the benefits would outweigh risks due to the seamless integration of all social media platforms within their daily lives to increase productivity and well-being. They described how the positive impact would be clear through realised benefits in patient education and access to medical education resources from expertly curated material and the avoidance of unnecessary hierarchy.

Design: Designing effective development plans, areas where we could have the most impact

To achieve their dreams, participants felt that they needed methods to curate reliable medical education resources. They suggested that it would be effective to include information on using social media for peer reviewing available materials and for developing a system to provide users’ and experts’ endorsements of these materials. They discussed how the use of resources should be evidence-based, requiring scholarship in social media to develop metrics to assess real-world impact and facilitate
continuous quality improvement. The participants described how the development of resources should be guided by education theory (including traditional theory and evolving theory) that may be tested against its impact on learners. These processes would require multidisciplinary and cross-sectoral input, including input from patients, positive guidelines, new leaders in social media, as well as education for educators and trainees on digital literacy.

**Delivery: Ensuring implementation through changes that we can make to ensure more people use social media professionally**

To ensure that the abovementioned designs are implemented, participants believed that they needed active guidelines. More specifically, they thought that leaders—comprising institutional champions from representative organisations—could draw on positive guidelines to empower individuals and facilitate cultural change with regard to social media. They described how this change could be facilitated by institutions accepting social media for academic advancement, peer review, Continuing Medical Education/Continuing Professional Development and performance assessments. Essentially, they discussed how education on social media could be delivered across the continuum of medical education and integrated with accepted frameworks (eg, CanMEDS).

**DISCUSSION**

We used the AI framework to describe the professional use of social media. The main benefits of social media were the widening of networks, access to the expertise of peers and other health professionals, and the provision of emotional support which can combat feelings of isolation. Others researching this area have found that health professionals report similar benefits. Of note, social media were not described as a place in which to interact with patients in the routine provision of healthcare.

Our results present an opportunity for those developing social media guidelines and education for health professions. Although AI is most often used as a tool for organisational development, it was used in this workshop to structure a diverse group of health professional leaders and enable them to reach consensus on ways for their organisations and membership bodies to embrace the professional use of social media. There was a consistent desire expressed for wide stakeholder involvement in the development of permissive rather than restrictive guidelines to aid health professionals. With these guidelines, strong leadership and role modelling along with constructive models of education could lead to a greater realisation of what some have already described as social media’s ‘golden age’.

The workshop adopted the AI framework because it was thought that this would provide a positive environment where participants could consider how to move forward in an area which has been contentious. However, this could also be seen as a limitation of the study, as the participants were reluctant to share negative experiences or attitudes towards social media.

We suggest that AI can be used by other organisations to further develop positive social media practices. We agree with Fenwick that more nuanced critical research is needed into how professionals deal with dilemmas and experiences in social media, but in the meantime there is potential to capitalise on the knowledge and insights of those who are already living and learning in these spaces to develop guidance that can help others realise the benefits and avoid the harms.
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